Autosomal linkage analysis for the level of response to alcohol.
The level of response (LR) to alcohol is a genetically-influenced phenotype related to the alcoholism risk. Usually measured by evaluating psychological and physiological changes that follow the administration of alcohol, the heritability of LR is estimated to be between 0.4 and 0.6, and efforts are being made to find genes related to this phenotype. This paper presents data from a family-based genome with linkage analysis focusing on alcohol challenge determinants of LR. The subjects were 18-to-29-year-old sibling pairs with at least one parent who was alcohol-dependent and who had experience with alcohol but were not yet alcohol-dependent themselves. Both members of the sibling pairs were given oral alcohol challenges (0.75-0.90 ml/kg of ethanol for females and males, respectively), with LR established using the Subjective High Assessment Scale (SHAS) and changes in body sway (BS) repeatedly over a 3.5-hr. period. Blood samples from siblings and at least one parent were genotyped using 811 microsatellite markers, with results evaluated using several related variance component approaches as implemented in SOLAR for continuous traits. In addition, association was tested using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the KCNMA1, HTR7 and SLC18A2 genes that may relate to a finding on chromosome 10. Data were generated from 238 sib-pairs representing 365 individuals (41.6% were males) from 165 families. The most consistent results across methods and samples were observed for SHAS on chromosome 10 between 120 and 140 cM (with a maximum LOD score of 2.6 at 122 cM), and a second region of possible interest at 173 cM (LOD = 1.2). Statistical analysis with the KCNMA1, HTR7 and SLC18A2 genes, which lie in the support region of interest revealed no evidence for association after correction for multiple comparisons. These evaluations from the largest known alcohol challenge-based genetic study to date highlight the potential importance of genes on chromosome 10 as possible contributors to the low LR to alcohol as a risk factor for alcoholism.